
A placement at a local partner school can offer aspiring teachers of upper-secondary level an 

invaluable opportunity to confront the teaching profession head-on and to benefit from all 

manner of input, feedback, and dialogue around educational issues. By virtue of its focus on 

professional interactions, however, the partner school set-up requires a good deal of teamwork 

– whether between trainee teacher and practice coach, among trainees as cohort, or among

teaching faculty. This teamwork can be informative, inspiring, and energising, but it can also 

present challenges, including logistical ones. 

With an acknowledgment of the importance of interaction at its heart, this presentation will 

look back on one school’s recent three years as a partner school, examining what these 

interactions mean for the various individuals involved. The speaker will outline key facts and 

features of this particular partnership, zooming in on recent illustrative key moments by means 

of selected vignettes. Then, building on initial professional dialogue around partner schools a 

decade earlier in the USA, the speaker will report on further exchanges with stateside experts 

in the field of professional development schools, teacher teams, and teacher education, 

focusing specifically on ways to enhance teamwork in this new Swiss partner school. The 

presentation will conclude with a range of takeaways for partner school work and a follow-up 

Q&A. 
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